Designed for the gastrointestinal pathologist, practicing gastroenterologist, and trainees in the field, although it provides useful information to general practitioners in internal medicine and surgical pathology.

With nearly 200 diagnoses—all featuring the most recent information and formatted with Amirsys® pioneered, bulleted text–this reference provides a comprehensive, atlas-like, overview of endoscopic and microscopic correlates. Thousands of endoscopic, gross, and microscopic images are extensively annotated and serve to highlight clinically and pathologically significant features of disease as well as relevant differential diagnoses.

Key features include:
• The essentials of gastroenterology, including diseases of the esophagus, stomach, small bowel, colon, and anus
• Classic benefits of all Amirsys® titles, including time-saving bulleted text, Key Facts in each chapter, stunning annotated images and illustrations, and an extensive index
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